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Abstract

In this paper we present concepts and their relations that are necessary for mod�
eling autonomous agents in an environment that is governed by some �social� norms�
We divide the norms over three levels� the private level the contract level and the
convention level� We show how deontic logic can be used to model the concepts and
how the theory of speech acts can be used to model the generation of �some of�
the norms� Finally we give some idea about an agent architecture incorporating the
social norms based on a BDI framework�

� Introduction

In the area of Multi�Agent Systems much research is devoted to the coordination of the
agents� Many papers have been written about protocols �like Contract�Net� that allow
agents to negotiate and cooperate �e�g� ���	 
��� Most of the cooperation between agents
is based on the assumption that they have some joint goal or intention� Such a joint
goal enforces some type of cooperative behaviour on all agents �see e�g� ��	 �	 ���� The
conventions according to which the agents coordinate their behaviour is hard�wired into
the protocols that the agents use to react to the behaviour �cq� messages� of other agents�

This raises several issues� The �rst issue is that	 although agents are said to be
autonomous	 they always react in a predictable way to eachmessage� Namely their response
will follow the protocol that was built�in� The question then arises how autonomous these
agents actually are� It seems that they react always in standard ways to some stimulus
from other agents	 that can therefore determine their behaviour�

Besides autonomy	 an important characteristic of agents is that they can react
to a changing environment� However	 if the protocols that they use to react to �at least
some part of� the environment are �xed	 they have no ways to respond to changes� For
instance	 if an agent notices that another agent is cheating it cannot switch to another
protocol to protect itself� �At least this is not very common�� In general it is di�cult �if
not impossible� for agents to react to violations of the conventions by other agents�

Related to this issue is the fact that if the conventions are hard�wired into the
agent�s protocols it cannot decide to violate the conventions� There might be circumstances
in which the agent violates a convention in order to adhere to a private goal that it considers
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to be more important �more pro�table�� For instance	 delete a �le that contains a virus	
while the agent should not delete �les�

In this paper we will argue that deontic logic can be used to model the norms
according to which agents interact with each other� Deontic logic gives the opportunity
to explicitly describe the norms that can be used to implement the interactions between
agents� Also it can be used to model violations of these norms and possible reactions on
these violations�

We distinguish three levels on which the social behaviour of an agent is determined�
First is the private level� On this level the agent makes private judgements between di�erent
obligations and�or goals and determines the actions it will take� The choice of actions or
goal to be pursued are usually indicated with the intentions and commitment of the agent�
This level is described in section 
�

The next level is the contract level	 which is described in the section �� On this
level the actual obligations that exist between agents are described� These obligations
create a certain dependency between the agents� An important part of this level	 however	
is the description of repercussions in case of violations� Also on this level we can describe
responsibility	 authorization and power relations� between agents�

The highest level is the convention level� This level describes the conventions
according to which the agents should coordinate their actions� These conventions can be
very diverse� For instance	 �any request from another agent should get an answer �either
positive or negative��� But also �An agent should be cooperative �if possible��� The
convention level is described in section ��

Before we describe the di�erent levels of norms and their relations	 we will describe
an agent architecture	 based on ����	 in which the norms are implemented in di�erent
knowledge bases� The private part of this agent architecture can be seen as a variant of
the classical BDI architecture ����� It also resembles very closely the agent architecture of
the ADEPT system described in ��
��

Finally	 in section �	 we give some �rst conclusions on the basis of our framework�

� Agent Architecture

In �gure � we show how the di�erent levels of social behaviour that we de�ne can be in�
corporated into an agent architecture�

The agent consists of an active part	 the interpreter	 and several knowledge bases�
In the interpreter we distinguish a communication manager	 a contract manager	 a task
manager and a service manager� The communication manager has knowledge of the com�
munication protocols and the state of the agent� On the basis of this knowledge it can send
and process messages� Although it is an important aspect of the agent it is not relevant
for this paper�
The service execution manager takes care that the services that an agent provides for other
agents or itself get executed� It handles some exceptions and is used by the task and con�
tract manager whenever services of other agents are needed� The service manager knows
about the services the agent itself can provide and about services of agents it dealt with
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in the past�
The contract manager monitors the ful�llment of the contracts for which the agent is
responsible� It takes appropriate action whenever a contract is violated� The contract
manager also establishes new contracts� It provides the knowledge for the negotiation that
is done through the communication manager� It is clear that the contract manager takes
care adhering to all the norms that belong to the contract level� The contracts themselves
are stored in a database that is accessible by all agents involved in the contract�
The most important part of the agent concerning normative behaviour is the task manager�
The task manager determines which tasks �actions� will be performed by the agent and in
which order� It also handles failures and tries to �nd alternatives� The task manager uses
the agenda �Intentions�	 the private preferences of the agent �Desires� and the knowledge
about the world �Believes� to determine the next task for the agent�
The conventions are implemented in this architecture as a central database that can be
accessed by all agents� As we will later argue it might be the case that the conventions are
seen as a contract between a special agent and all other agents�

The di�erent concepts that we de�ne in the next sections actually describe the
contents of the di�erent data �or knowledge� bases in the above architecture� Only in
section 
 we indicate how the concepts can be used by the task manager to e�ectuate
normative behaviour�
The task manager has to combine most concepts of the di�erent layers to determine which
step to take next� Therefore we think it is essential that all these concepts are formally
de�ned and expressed in a uniform way� This is done in a multi�modal logic� Although we
do use the notation of this logic �sometimes� to describe the concepts	 we do not formally
introduce the complete logic� At some places we indicate some of the more important prop�
erties of the logical operators that describe the concepts� For a more detailed description
we refer to our other work	 because we feel it would distract to much from the main points
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that we want to make in this paper� The main purpose of using the logic as a semantics of
the concepts is that it shows that the concepts can be formally de�ned in a uniform way�
However	 we feel that the concepts themselves are also usefull if any other formalism is
used to describe social behaviour of agents�

� Contracts

We will start with the contract level	 because the deontic concepts that we use to model
the social norms are best explained at this level� It will be shown that the deontic concepts
needed to model the other levels can be seen as special cases of the ones de�ned at the
contract level�

In our view contracts are centred around obligations and authorizations� For each
obligation and authorization we indicate how it arises	 how it is ful�lled �or expires� and
what happens if it is violated� Not only legal contracts but also cooperation and informal
agreements between agents can be described in this way� The contract describes the type
of relation that exists between the agents and their mutual expectations of the behaviour
of the other agent� In ���� we describe more fully how the contracts can be implemented
using a formal language CoLa�

��� Directed obligations

The central notion that is used to model norms on the contract level is the directed obli�
gation �see e�g� ��	 ����� It is de�ned as follows�

Oij�p� means that agent i is obliged towards agent j �the counterparty� that p
holds�
Oij��� means that agent i is obliged towards agent j �the counterparty� that
� is performed�

Note that we distinguish between obligations about situations and actions� The distinction
has a practical reason� Actions that are obliged can be simply put on the �agenda�	 while
for situations that are obliged a plan has to be devised to reach them�
They can formally be reduced to only obligations on situations	 as shown in ���	 by con�
sidering the obligation to perform � to be the same as the fact that � should have been
performed at some point in the future� Usually obligations on actions carry a time aspect
indicating that the action should be performed before a certain deadline� We abstract from
this feature here	 but have described it fully in ����

For agent i the directed obligation means that it should perform some action to
ful�ll the obligation� Agent j has a conditional power or authorization to �repair� the
situation in case i does not ful�ll its obligation� This means that j can in those cases
demand further actions from i	 cancel some of its own obligations towards i or perform
some repair action himself�

The directed obligations Oij specify a loose coordination between two agents� It
creates incentives for agent i to perform some action or reach a goal� For agent j it creates
expectations about the behaviour of agent i� However	 both agents are still autonomous�
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Agent i might decide not to perform the actions it is obliged to� The use of deontic logic
gives the opportunity to specify explicitly what should happen in these cases of violation
of the obligations� We illustrate this with a small part of a contract between an airline and
a passenger� We �rst give the CoLa description and then the formal logic interpretation�

Obl�a�p�transport�passenger�a�p��

in� flight�reservation�p�a�

goal� transport�passenger�a�p�

exit� cancel�p�ticket� �� Obl�p�a�pay�costs�

cancel�a�flight� �� Obl�a�p�pay�costs�

The above means that the obligation for an airline to transport a passenger arises
from a �ight reservation� It can be ful�lled by transporting the passenger and it is �vio�
lated� if the passenger cancels the �ight or the airline cancels the �ight�
In logic this is described as follows�

�flightreservation�a� p��Oap�transport � passenger�
Oap�transport� passenger�� �cancel�p� ticket��Opa�pay � costs�
Oap�transport� passenger�� �cancel�a� flight��Oap�pay � costs�

where ���� means that after the performance of � the formula � holds� We assume here
that the cancelations imply the non�performance of the obligation�

��� Authorization

A second concept that is very important in the relation between agents is that of authoriza�
tion� If an agent has the authorization to perform some action it has some basis on which
to justify it� For actions that have a physical e�ect it can be equated with permission� If a
person is authorized to change a database then he is not in violation after he actually did
it�
For actions that have an abstract e�ect �like speech acts� authorization encompasses per�
mission� It is not only permitted to perform the action but the abstract e�ect of the action
is also ensured� The most important example is that if agent i is authorized to direct agent
j to perform some action then	 after the command	 j has the actual obligation to perform
the action� E�g� if i is authorized to demand payment from j then j is obliged to pay after
the demand to do so� This is not the case if i is not authorized�

As can be seen from the above	 the authorization of agents is the basic factor
in the formation of coordination between agents� Agents with many authorizations can
dominate other agents and have a lot of power to achieve their goals� Authorizations can be
generated in di�erent ways� First they can be build in by the programmers� However	 this
can only be done if all agents are made by the same standards� If two agents communicate
from di�erent systems they will probably not recognize each others authorizations�
A second way to establish authorizations that is related to the �rst one	 is the linking
of authorizations to the functions or roles that agents have� E�g� a consumer agent is






authorized to request prices of products� An agent that explicitly coordinates several
other agents is authorized to command them to perform some task	 etc�
The third way authorizations are generated is through implicit e�ects of actions� The e�ect
of accepting a delivery of a product implicitly authorizes the producer to demand payment�
These implicit e�ects of actions are de�ned on the convention level�
The last way to generate authorizations is by explicit creation by the agents� One agent
can explicitly authorize another agent to perform some actions� We will come back to this
form later on�

At the moment we model the authorization with a special predicate with two
arguments� the agent and the action it is authorized to perform� This is a very simpli�ed
way to capture the authorization	 which in its full form should also contain elements of
time and context� We leave this for future work�

We �nish again with a small example of an authorization in a contract�

auth�a�direct�a�p�pay�ticket�p���

in� flight�reservation�p�a�

goal� pay�ticket�p�

This means that the airline is authorized to order the passenger to pay after a
reservation has been made� The authorization �nishes after the payment by the passenger�
In logic this is described as�

�flight� reservation�p� a��auth�a�DIRECT �a� p� pay� ticket�p���
�pay � ticket�p���auth�a�DIRECT �a� p� pay� ticket�p���

In the above formalization DIRECT �a� p� pay� ticket�p�� is a speech act from the airline
a to the passenger p with illocution DIRECT 	 in which the airline orders �directs� the
passenger to perform the action pay � ticket�p��

��� Responsibility

A third concept that plays an important role on the contract level is responsibility� Al�
though we think that real responsibility is only applicable to humans it is possible to
translate the concept to the domain of agents� In the domain of agents the concept of re�
sponsibility is especially important when we consider the breakdown of the system� When�
ever an action that had to be performed did not actually take place then it is the task
of the responsible agent to �repair� the situation� This is of particular interest when an
agent is obliged to have an action performed but has another agent actually performing
it� A very common practice in the building and transport industry� In this case the agent
performing the task might not be responsible if the task cannot be completed successfully�
Within our framework we will identify the concept of responsibility with the obligation�
I�e� if an agent has the obligation to perform an action it is also responsible for that action�
The obligation does not have to be an obligation towards another agent but can also be
an obligation towards itself� This can be used to model the responsibilities from an agent
stemming from the function or role of the agent�
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��� Practical considerations

Although all obligations on the contract level can be modeled using the same logical concept
of directed obligation	 some distinctions should be made for practical purposes�
A �rst distinction should be made between directed obligations that are concrete and
those that are abstract� Concrete obligations de�ne one particular situation that has to
be reached or an action that has to be performed� For instance	 �the customer has to
pay within � weeks� or �the passenger should be at the airport one hour before the �ight
leaves�� This type of obligations can be modeled directly in a deontic logic with time as
de�ned in ���� These formulas can immediately be used by the agent to form goals and�or
plans to ful�ll the obligation�

The abstract obligations de�ne a �vague� class of situations or actions� For in�
stance	 �agent i should cooperate with agent j�� Depending on the situation this can be
done in di�erent ways� The abstract obligations �rst need an interpretation to de�ne their
meaning in a concrete situation� These interpretation rules are de�ned on the convention
level�

Another practical distinction that should be made is that between one�time and
general situations and actions� The situations that should be reached only once can be
seen as a goal� A plan can be made to reach the goal and once it is reached the obligation
is ful�lled� A good example is the payment of an order� This should be done once only�
There are also obligations that are not ful�lled if a certain situation is reached once� For
instance	 �agent i should give agent j all information about agents that it encounters��
This obligation will not disappear through an act of agent i� Every time agent i encounters
information about agents it should again give it to agent j as well�
Actually the last type of obligations can never be ful�lled	 but they can be violated� In the
contract description using CoLa this distinction can be made very simply by NOT giving
a goal state for these obligations� Logically the two types of obligations are distinguished
by preceding the general obligations with a temporal �always� operator�

��� Generating obligations and authorizations

Obligations can be formed either through the implicit e�ect of an action	 which is de�ned
on the convention level or through some special type of messages�
Obligations can arise implicitly from actions like �accept order�� The acceptance of the
order can imply the obligation to deliver the product� This implicit generation of an
obligation stems from the fact that there already exists a �standard� contract between the
agents in which these dependencies are included� These contracts take a place between the
actual contract level and the convention level� There usually is a set of standard contracts
that agents can use for their coordination� A contract becomes actual for two agents when
the two agents agree to use that contract� The contract consists mainly of conditional
obligations that become actual in a certain situation or after a certain event takes place�
In terms of CoLa that is after the triggering �or �in�� event of an obligation has occurred�

Obligations can also be created through sending messages	 i�e� communication
between agents� The communication between agents is modeled on the basis of speech act
theory as described in ���	 ���� They describe �ve categories of speech acts with their own
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characteristics� In ��� we give a formal semantics for the speech act types and show how
they can be used to create obligations	 believes and facts� At this place we only want to
state that obligations can arise from a commitment of one agent to another� E�g� I promise
to deliver the goods on Friday leads to the obligation to do so� Formally�

�COMMIT �i� j� deliver��Oij�deliver�

An obligation can also arise through an authorized command� E�g� a demand for payment
after the goods are delivered leads to an obligation to do so� Formally�

auth�i�DIRECT �i� j� pay��� �DIRECT �i� j� pay��Oji�pay�

The authorizations are created also by convention or through the special role or
function of the agent or through special �authorization� messages� If the agent ful�lls
certain requirements it can authorize another agent to perform some action� This is very
important because most actions only achieve their desired e�ect if the actor is authorized�
E�g� agent i could agree with agent j to always deliver his goods on request by giving him
an authorization to ask for delivery� Formally�

�AUT �i� j�DIRECT �j� i� deliver���auth�j�DIRECT �j� i� deliver���
auth�j�DIRECT �j� i� deliver��� �DIRECT �j� i� deliver��Oij�deliver�

Of course an agent cannot authorize another agent to perform every action� The actions
that an agent can authorize another agent to perform depend on the role of the agent� With
each role there are a number of standard authorizations� Besides these authorizations each
agent can authorize any other agent to perform a directive towards itself� For more �formal�
details about these authorizations see ����

� Conventions

The level of conventions between agents can be compared with the prima facie obligations
that arise from the law� Prima facie obligations hold under normal circumstances	 becoming
actual unless some other moral consideration intervenes ����	 ���� They provide a kind of
�moral background� against which people �and agents� interact�

We distinguish two types of conventions	 concrete conventions �or interpretation
rules� and abstract conventions �or prima facie norms��

��� Interpretation rules

There are two types of concrete conventions� The �rst type are interpretation rules indi�
cating how evaluative terms should be interpreted in certain situations� Evaluative terms
are terms like �reasonable�	 �good�	 �cheap�	 etc� The conventions give a kind of condi�
tional de�nition of these terms� E�g� Suppose that agent i should deliver computers to
agent j against reasonable market prices� The convention might state that �under normal
circumstances� reasonable market prices are not more than �� above the lowest price on
the market�
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The second type of concrete conventions are used to describe that certain actions
will have a certain implicit �deontic� e�ect� E�g� If agent i orders a product from agent j
then he implicitly authorizes j to demand payment upon delivery of the goods�

The above two examples can be described in a formal language �ConLa��

INTERPRETATION RULES

Definitions

reasonable�price�p� DEF NOT�p � lowest�price	
���

Implicit effects

order�product�i�j� �� �deliver�j�product� �� auth�j�direct�j�i�pay���

Logically these conventions are �conditional� implications that function as axioms
for the system in which the agents function�
The �rst type of conventions are written as logical equivalences�

Reasonable�p�� ��p��p�p� � p�� p � p� � ���

The second type of conventions can be modeled using dynamic logic�

�Order�i� j� p���Deliver�j� i� p��Auth�j�DIRECT �j� i� pay��

This means that always after Order�i� j� p� followed by Deliver�j� i� p�	j gets the autho�
rization to direct i to pay him�

��� Prima facie norms

The abstract conventions are probably the best example of pure deontic sentences describ�
ing general social norms and values �also called prima facie norms�� There are three types
of normative positions� The prohibition	 the permission and the obligation�
In deontic logic we can model the three types of normative positions with three modal
operators	 the F for prohibition	 the P for permission and the O for obligation� Unfortu�
nately there is not one standard semantics for these operators� We will use a semantics in
which the operators can be applied over both actions and propositions	 because we think
it is important to have normative positions over both�

The prohibitions function as limitations on the behavior of agents� E�g� �Agents
cannot copy information without authorization �of the owner of that information��� This
could be described in deontic logic as

�i �auth�i� copy�� Fi�copy�

Crucial in this case is that there is still the possibility that the agent copies information
without authorization� This will lead to a situation of violation of the norm	 but not an
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inconsistent state� It is also still possible to specify what should be done in this case� For
instance let the agent pay a �ne�

Fi�copy�� �copy�Oi�pay � fine�

If the above norm would be modeled �as done in many systems� as�

�auth�i� copy�� �DO�copy�

where DO�copy� stands for the fact that the next action is copy� In this case if the agent
still copies the information we get into an inconsistent state� �DO�copy� � �DO�copy��
It shows that the use of deontic concepts preserves the autonomy of the agents�

The permission operator is almost only used to indicate exceptions to a general
rule or in cases of uncertainty� E�g� �persons are permitted to kill in self defense�	 which
is an exception to the general rule that persons cannot kill other persons��

The obligations are descriptions of an ideal situation� For instance	 �Agents should
behave cooperatively�� These types of norms cannot be transformed into goals because
they are not situations that can be actually reached� However	 they can be used to evaluate
di�erent possible actions and choose the most appropriate� So	 in contrast to the contract
level the obligations on the convention level do not �usually� give rise to actions	 but are
only used to choose between alternative courses of action�

The above examples are written as follows in the formal language ConLa�

PRIMA FACIE NORMS

forb�i�copy�i�information��

in� NOT auth�i�copy�i�information��

exit� copy�i�information� �� obl�i�pay�fine�i��

perm�i�kill�i��

in� danger�of�life�i�

obl�i�behave�cooperatively�i��

exit� NOT cooperate�i� �� forb�i�get�info�i��

The prima facie norms also have a component �in�� However	 in contrast to
the obligations in the contracts the norms do not arise from actions but arise in certain
situations� The prima facie norms do not have a goal because they remain valid as long as
the situation in which they arise stays valid�

Because the prima facie norms are by de�nition general it can easily happen that
they con�ict in particular situations� For instance	 �One should obey ones superior o��
cer� and �One should not kill� will con�ict when the o�cer commands the soldier to kill
someone� Some mechanism is needed to determine which of the obligations should be fol�
lowed in each actual situation� This mechanism determines the actual norms according to
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which an agent should behave according to the convention level� In ��� such a mechanism
is described in detail and we will not go deeper into this issue here� In the next section we
will see that the �remaining� actual norms of the convention level will be compared with
the agents private norms and goals to determine its actual behaviour�

��� Generation and enforcement of conventions

The interpretation rules do not need enforcement� It seems that one of the advantages of
the agent domain above the human domain is that these rules can be �xed� In the human
domain the interpretation rules are used by judges to determine the outcome of law cases
and are based on experience and personal judgement�

The prima facie norms should be enforced somehow� In the human society they are
enforced by a special entity �the state�� The state has the power to sanction the violation
of norms� If conventions are to be enforced in a multi�agent system it should also contain
a central entity that has the power to enforce sanctions on agents that violate the norms�
It is still an open question how this should be realized� One possibility is to build a special
police agent that has this power in the system� Any agent that wants to coordinate its
actions with agents operating within this systemmust �rst recognize the power of the police
agent� �Similar to pledging allegiance to the state in several nationalization protocols��

In this case the prima facie norms can be modeled in deontic logic using directed
obligations	 prohibitions and permissions� The counterparty of each obligation would be
the police agent	 while the obligation is universally quanti�ed over all agents� For instance	
�Agents should pay their debts� is modeled as�

�iOip�pay � debt�

The generation of the conventions can be done in several ways� Most easy is to �x
them when the system is started up� This is done in ���� where conventions are modeled
explicitly but subsequently are hard�wired into the agent behaviour�
There are two advantages of having the convention level instead of just incorporating the
conventions in the communication protocols� The �rst is that the conventions are now
explicit and can be more easily changed�
The second is that there can be many con�icting general conventions� For a particular
situation a set of �non�con�icting� actual norms remains� This means that the coordination
between agents can change in di�erent circumstances�

� The Private Level

The notion of a private normative level is necessary to ensure the autonomy of the agents�
If agents would only behave according to the higher normative levels	 their behaviour would
be completely pre�determined by the social norms� Of course an agent with private norms
can still always behave within the social norms� In this case its private norms do not
con�ict with the social norms� This case is di�erent	 however	 from the case where agents
do not have private norms and only look at social norms to direct their behaviour�
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We assume that agents have both a pro�active and a reactive behaviour� The
pro�active behaviour is determined by the purpose for which the agent is designed� For
instance	 �collect information about agents on the WWW�� This general inherent goal of
the agent is translated into a set of conditional preferences for the agent� These preferences
are conditional to make them dependent on the environment of the agent� An agent might
prefer to collect data from a large bibliography database on another continent at night and
might prefer to collect its data from other sources during the day due to transport times
and costs�
The conditional preferences are modeled as described in ��	 ���� Conform these de�nitions
we can de�ne preferences as follows�

Prefi��j�� i� agent i prefers � to be true in every situation in which � is true�

For the private level we did not de�ne a formal description language� Both the contracts
as the conventions have to be accessible for several agents� Therefore it is important that
they are structured in a uniform way for all agents� The private level	 however	 is invisible
for other agents and the way that the concepts are implemented on this level may vary
from one agent to another�

Although it is possible to have agents learn and henceforth adjust their preferences	
we assume for the moment that these pro�active preferences are �xed�

Besides the preferences of the agent that arise from the overall purpose of the
agent	 the agent also has preferences arising from the convention and contract level� These
preferences determine the reactive behaviour of the agent� The preferences arising from
the contracts and conventions follow from the following axiom schema�

�i� jP refi��jOij����

I�e� in situations where an agent i has an obligation Oij��� it prefers � to be true� Of
course this does not mean that the agent will not violate this obligation� E�g� if an agent
is obliged to pay for a �ight that it reserved	 it will prefer a situation where the �ight is
payed� However	 it might be that the agent does not have enough money yet and does
not pay anyway� So	 an agent can act against a preference whenever there is a constraint
preventing him to do so or if there is another preference with higher priority �we will come
back to these priorities shortly� which prevents him from doing so�

The goals of an agent are derived from its preferences� However	 the goals of an
agent are supposed to direct the behaviour of the agent� Therefore any preferences of an
agent that are already true are not considered to be goals of the agent� Also preferences
that cannot be �achieved� by the agent are not goals because the agent will not attempt
to reach unachievable goals� In this case �achieve� is taken in a broad sense� That is	 the
preference cannot be achieved by the agent acting by it self but also not in cooperation
with other agents� In fact	 it means that the agent is not capable of devising a plan to
reach the preferred situation� Formally the notion of achievability of a situation is de�ned
as follows�

Achievi��� � �� � ���i����OPP ���i��

which means that agent i can achieve � i� there exists a �sequence of� action�s� that causes
� to become true and for which i has the OPPortunity to perform it�

The set of goals of an agent can thus be de�ned as�
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The goals of an agent are the preferences of an agent which are not true and
which are achievable�

This is formally de�ned as�

Goali��j�� � Prefi��j�� � �� � Achievi���

Note that most preferences that stem from conventions are not goals of the agent because
they are not achievable situations for the agent�

In order for the agent to be able to decide which goal it will pursue the goals
should be ordered� This is done indirectly by ordering the states according to their �partial�
ful�llment of all preferences� Like in ��	 ��� we use a utility function on the states for this
purpose� The utility function contains some metric to measure how close a state is to the
ful�llment of a preference and also a weight of that preference� The goal which is true in
the state with the highest utility is chosen by the agent to be the �rst goal to be pursued�
The use of a utility function for the reasoning about preferences indicates that the formal
description of these inferences amounts to a non�monotonic logic�
It is important that we do not just order the goals but we consider the goals in light of the
combination of all preferences� In this way we move into a direction of �general� preference
instead of towards a single important goal�

Of course	 the way an agent behaves is determined for a large part by the de��
nition of the utility function� If some conventions indicating cooperative behaviour get a
high weight then the agent will tend to behave cooperatively� Also when preferences stem�
ming from contracts of the agent get high weights the agent will react quickly on social
obligations�

��� Plans� Agenda and Commitment

Once a particular goal has been selected by the agent it has to devise a plan to reach the
goal� Usually many plans are possible to reach the goal� Here we do not want to go into
the planning process in detail as it is a research area in itself� We just want to mention
some considerations that play a role�
First of all agents might have a set of �standard� plans to reach some type of goals� They
do not have to start from scratch each time� A second consideration is whether a plan
should be �optimal� or should be generated fast� Usually a fast generated �reasonable�
plan is preferred to an optimal plan that takes hours to generate� A last consideration is
that some plans might be preferred to other plans due to the type of actions they contain
and the social norms �e�g� stealing a product vs� buying it��

Once a plan has been devised the tasks of that plan can be put on the agenda of
the agent� We consider the agenda of an agent to be the set of intentions of the agent� The
tasks on the agenda are intentions because it is not certain whether the agent will actually
perform all tasks that are on its agenda at a certain moment�
At the moment the tasks are put on the agenda	 the agent also commits itself to the tasks�
I�e� it creates an obligation �towards itself or an agent for which it tries to achieve the
goal� to perform the tasks� This has been formally described in ���� It has an advantage
over ��� in the fact that the commitment is made explicit in an obligation� The �weight�
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of this obligations can be used to order the tasks on the agenda�
If the personal obligation leads to a very high preference then an agent will hardly react
to requests from other agents before it �nishes the tasks on its agenda� I�e� it might
respond to a request but place the actions necessary to ful�ll the request at the bottom
of its agenda� In this case we say that the agent is very �committed� to its tasks� It only
stops if a goal is reached or becomes unachievable�
In the other hand the agent might give its personal obligations a low priority� This leads to
agents that easily perform tasks for other agents in between of their own tasks� This way of
modeling the agenda is very close to the work of Kinny and George� in ����� In this work
they consider open and closed minded agents� Closed minded agents do not reconsider
their goals after the plan has been put on the agenda� Open minded agents check after
each step whether the goal is still reachable and whether more important goals appeared�

Although we have given a kind of procedural account of the private norm level
of an agent we have not given an explicit architecture of the private level� Due to space
limitations we su�ce to point to ���	 ��� for some global view of the architecture of agents
in this framework�

� Conclusions

In this paper we have given an overview of the concepts that are used to model the so�
cial norms that govern the behaviour of autonomous agents� We have shown that many
interrelated concepts are needed to capture �part of� the behaviour of autonomous agents�
Most of these concepts can be modeled using deontic notions�

The use of deontic logic captures both the autonomy of the agents as well as the
�social� dependencies between agents�

Dividing the concepts over three levels makes it possible to structure the di�erent
social interactions of an agent� Although the �directed� obligation plays a central role it is
accompanied by di�erent concepts on each level and takes a slightly di�erent form on each
level as well�
On the convention level the obligations are prima facie norms	 on the contract level they
are real directed obligations and on the private level they take the form of commitments�

We have given some indications towards the implementation of the norms into a
multi�agent system where the agents are based on a type of BDI architecture	 where the
Desires take the form of preferences and the Intentions are items on the agenda of the
agent�
Due to shortage of space and time many questions with regard to an actual implementation
remain open� However	 no matter how the models will be implemented there are two
aspects that are important� First	 the norms can be represented explicitly and thus easily
be checked and changed� Secondly	 there is room for violation of norms and thus for an
explicit decision about which norms to adhere to in every situation and how to react when
the norms are violated�

In this framework several modal operators have been introduced� Each of these
operators are exponents of their own logic� It is still an open question how all these
concepts �t into one logic� Maybe each level should have its own logic and some �bridge
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rules� should be de�ned to connect the di�erent levels� This is done in �����
We are currently working on a �rst implementation of the agent architecture to check
whether our ideas also work in practice�
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